Always a Premiere.

Words before Visuals.
CARSON Screens is an Australian based company founded by
experienced projection screen manufacturers. CARSON Screens
was developed for the AV industry, specializing in commercial and
home-theater projection screens for the retail and custom install
market. CARSON Screens established itself by producing quality
products with a focus on high-end screen materials.
Established in December of 2007, CARSON Screens provides a wide
array of high-end projection screens and home theater furniture
exclusively for the Custom Installer. In 2008, we are launching
several new products based on 1080p image resolutions. Our new
line of tab tension screens will ensure completely flat images when
using a powered screen. All of our electric screens materials are
made in the US and designed to lay uncompromisingly flat. We now
have acoustically transparent screens in either micro-perforated or
fiber-woven materials. Furthermore, we are introducing both fixed
frame and dual-motor electric screens with remote controlled Automasking capabilities to suit the various presentation formats on the
market today.
Every screen carries a comprehensive 2-5 year warranty with a large
on-hand inventory to fulfill your distribution requirements.
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CARSON Screens facility is in Sydney Australia.

Introducing
Carson Black.
You can now watch your favourite
show on the big screen even under
broad daylight.

Blacker Blacks.
Whiter Whites.
Under bright lighting condition

Vibrant colours even
under broad daylight.
Outfitted with high-contrast filters that
absorb ambient light, Carson Black provide
extraordinarily clear images even in brightly
lit surroundings. Ideal for home theatre use,
it allows viewers to achieve high-quality
front projection without a dedicated
darkened room. Supreme black levels are
balanced with an ergonomic brightness
level that prevents eyestrain and creates
vivid images with full colour saturation and
exceptional image detail.

Carson Black
85% light rejection

Matt White
15% light rejection

Our Screens.

CARSON Fixed Frame

See our range of market leading
powered and fixed frame screens.

Selina

Selina Black

Selina Zero

 Matt white |  Acoustic |  3D

 Carson Black

 Matt white

Cellio

Cellio Inceiling

Cellio Black

 Matt white

 Matt white |  Acoustic

 Carson Black

Cellio Tab Tension

Cellio Tab Inceiling

 Matt white |  Acoustic

 Matt white |  Acoustic
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CARSON Powered Screens

Introducing
Zero.
Blends flawlessly with surrounding
décor. Selina Zero is a projector
screen using Carson’s zero edge
technology

Selina
 Matt white
 Acoustic
 3D

Selina
Zero

 Home Theatre
 Commercial cinemas
 Boardroom Presentations
 Data Projection
Main Features
 Prominent 90mm frame for
superb tension control.
 Precision cut 45 degree angle
frame
 4 layers silcon screen material
made in the US
 Universal mounting system
hidden and adjustable

 Matt white
Sizes Available
Custom size options up to
400 inches
Available in Aspect Ratios:
4:3 . 16:9 . 2.35:1

CARSON Selina has a sleek, modern appearance due to
a 45-degree angle cut frame which provides a perfectly
flat viewing surface for projection applications.
The Selina consisting of a 90mm width frame. Due
to the larger frame width, It controls tension more
accurately while creating excellent presence. The
material surface mounts to the back of an aluminum
velour frame that provides the deepest black masking.
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The Selina comes standard with velour trim that
aesthetically enhances the appearance of the
installation, while absorbing light that surrounds the
viewing area.
All materials come standard with black backing for
opacity.

 Home Theatre
 Commercial cinemas
 Boardroom Presentations
 Data Projection
Main Features
 Frameless, space-saving design
 Available in custom size options
up to 400 inches
 Universal mounting system
hidden and adjustable
 Projection in brightly lit
environments
 Up to 7 times higher contrast
than conventional front screens
 ISF-certified screen material
 4K compatible

Sizes Available
Custom size options up to
400 inches
Available in Aspect Ratios:
4:3 . 16:9 . 2.35:1

Selina Zero is a projector screen using Carson’s
zero edge technology. The Selina Zero resembles a
gigantic flat-panel television, it blends flawlessly with
surrounding décor, giving the screen an aesthetic
appeal, even when the image is turned off.

Into the Nature

Selina
Black
 Carson Black

 Home Theatre
 Commercial cinemas
 Boardroom Presentations
 Data Projection
Main Features
 Projection in brightly lit
environments
 Up to 7 times higher contrast
than conventional front screens
 High-quality screen in an
economical frame construction
 Easy to assemble and install
 Compact and robust transport
crate for easy shipping
 ISF-certified screen material
 4K compatible

Sizes Available
Custom size options up to
400 inches
Available in Aspect Ratios:
4:3 . 16:9 . 2.35:1

Outfitted with high-contrast filters that absorb ambient
light, Selina Black provide extraordinarily clear images
even in brightly lit surroundings. Ideal for home theatre
use, the Selina Black allows viewers to achieve highquality front projection without a dedicated darkened
room. The Selina Black delivers the superior image
quality of optical rear projection with a front projection
screen’s minimal space requirements and ease of
installation. Supreme black levels are balanced with
an ergonomic brightness level that prevents eyestrain
and creates vivid images with full colour saturation and
exceptional image detail.

Cellio
 Matt white
 Acoustic
Casing colour:

Elegant White
Piano Black

Cellio
Black

 Home Theatre
 Commercial cinemas
 Boardroom Presentations
 Data Projection
Main Features
 Integrated IR Remote Control as
standard, with RF options
 12v trigger
 Somfty French motor
 4 layers silicon matte 1.1 gain
material
 Universal mounting system
hidden and adjustable

 Carson Black
Casing colour:

Sizes Available
Sizes: 92” to 200” Diagonal
Available in Aspect Ratios:
16:9 . 2.35:1

Designed to blend seamlessly with today’s modern
decor, the CARSON Cellio powered screen has been
created to impress.
Its elegant white or deep black painted casing blends
with the most discerning tastes. The cellio comes
standard with CARSON’s U.S made 4 layer silicon matte
white material. Optional materials to choose from
include: CARSON Matte Pro , CARSON Grey or CARSON
Acoustic . All materials come standard with black
backing for opacity.
Optional floating mounting brackets allow the screen
to be mounted onto a wall or ceiling.
The CARSON Cellio screen as with all CARSON powered
screens, uses a French Somfty motor for flawless
operation and excellent endurance.

Elegant White
Piano Black

 Home Theatre
 Commercial cinemas
 Boardroom Presentations
 Data Projection
Main Features
 Integrated IR Remote Control as
standard, with RF options
 12v trigger
 Somfty French motor
 Projection in brightly lit
environments
 Up to 7 times higher contrast
than conventional front screens
 High-quality screen in an
economical frame construction
 Easy to assemble and install
 Compact and robust transport
crate for easy shipping
 ISF-certified screen material
 4K compatible

Sizes Available
Sizes: 92” to 200” Diagonal
Available in Aspect Ratios:
16:9 . 2.35:1

Outfitted with high-contrast filters that absorb ambient
light, Cellio Black provide extraordinarily clear images
even in brightly lit surroundings. Ideal for home theatre
use, the Cellio Black allows viewers to achieve highquality front projection without a dedicated darkened
room. The Cellio Black delivers the superior image
quality of optical rear projection with a front projection
screen’s minimal space requirements and ease of
installation. Supreme black levels are balanced with
an ergonomic brightness level that prevents eyestrain
and creates vivid images with full colour saturation and
exceptional image detail.

Into the History

CARSON Screens are marketed to
the high-end conscious buyer. Only
quality components are used and
years of development and care
are evident in the final product. A
CARSON Screen movie is always a
premier.

Cellio
Tab Tension

 Home Theatre
 Boardroom Presentations
 Educational/ Churches

 Matt white
 Acoustic

Main Features
 Tab Tensioning System
 Surface: 1.1 Gain Acoustic Woven
Material
 Borders: 50mm sides and 300mm
Top Leader
 Brackets: Supplied with full
instrution manual

Casing colour:

Elegant White
Piano Black

Sizes Available
Sizes: 80” to 150” Diagonal
16:9 . 2.35:1
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Designed to blend seamlessly with today’s modern
decor, the CARSON Cellio Tab Tension powered
screen has been created to impress while ensuring
screen material integrity. The specially created
material droppes down with two seperate layers. The
first being a woven acoustic layer. The second is a
black woven accoutic layer to stop light loss while stll
allowing sound to pass.
The CARSON Cellio Pro uses a large tubaler
motor ensuring faster deploy and less material
manipulation. The result is a flat surface with
excellent image reproduction. The screen casing is
available in Elegant white or deep black piano finish
and blends with all environments. Floating mounting
brackets allow mounting onto a wall or ceiling. The
Cellio Pro Acoustic Powered screen is easy to install
and comes in standard or custom sizes including 4.3,
16.9 and 2.35:1 ratios.

Cellio
Inceiling

 Home Theatre
 Boardroom Presentations
 Educational/ Churches

Cellio
Tab Inceiling

 Home Theatre
 Boardroom Presentations
 Educational/ Churches

 Matt white
 Acoustic

Main Features
 Fully Integrated in Ceiling Screen
 Surface: Matt White 1.1 Gain
Material
 Borders: 50mm sides and 300mm
Top Leader
 Brackets: Supplied with full
instrution manual

 Matt white
 Acoustic

Main Features
 Fully Integrated in Ceiling Screen
 Surface: Matt White 1.1 Gain
Material
 Borders: 50mm sides and 300mm
Top Leader
 Brackets: Supplied with full
instrution manual
 Tab Tensioning: Side Tensioning
System

Casing colour:

Elegant White
Piano Black

Casing colour:

Sizes Available
Sizes: 92” to 150” Diagonal
16:9 . 2.35:1
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The CARSON Cellio Inceling screen is the smartest
way to keep all visual components out of site. The
screen is non visible until it’s time to watch. The
screen will appear from the ceiling by one touch
of your remote. Built using a special casing that
completly disappears into your ceiling space after
installation. The Cellio Inceling screen is easy to
install and available in standard or custom sizes
including 16.9 and 2.35:1 ratios.

Elegant White
Piano Black

Sizes Available
Sizes: 80” to 150” Diagonal
16:9 . 2.35:1

The CARSON Tab Tesion Cellio Inceling screen is the
smartest way to keep all visual components out
of site. The screen is non visible until it’s time to to
watch. The screen will appear from the ceiling by
one touch of your remote. Utilising the tab tension
system improves flatness and gives the owner a
control off tensioning in the future when needed.
The inceiling model is built using a special casing
that completly disappears into your ceiling space
after installation. The CARSON tab tension Cellio
Inceiling screen is easy to install and available in
standart or custom sizes including 16.9 and 2.35:1
ratios.

Into the Show

Unit 2, 68-72 Derby Street
SILVERWATER 2128 NSW
Australia
CARSONscreens.com.au

CARSONScreens.com.au
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